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Product: The TRIZ tales

Product Information:
Title: The TRIZ tales
Product Type: teaching material
Marketing Text: A series of multimedia animations that introduces the key concepts of TRIZ (theory of inventive problem solving). They are available for free use on TETRIS web site.
Description: The 5 animations (each about 3 minutes long) introduce the viewer to the key concepts of TRIZ. They could be used as an introduction before training or as a support for training in class.
Target Group: Trainers, teachers, and everyone interested in learning what TRIZ is.
They can be used both with schools and companies.

Area of Application: Teaching of TRIZ, creativity, problem solving skills
Homepage: www.tetris-project.org
Product Languages: Latvian, Italian, Romanian, English, German, French
Title: ENTER - ENTrepreneurship Enhancement and Reinforcement

Project Number: 134481-LLP-1-2007-1-PT-LEONARDO-LMP

Product: ENTER Final Report

Final Report - public part

This is final report - public part - of ENTER project.
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